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„No one had the faintest idea of who it could be. Which is to say 

that of course everyone knew precisely. Finally they’d murdered 

him all over again.” 

 

A man promises to cure a woman from infertility, provided that 

she agrees to give up several of her limbs to the strange doctor 

for amputation. A journalist investigates the case of someone 

who has killed his parents in their bed when he was only a baby. A young hotel boy assures the new 

guests that the dead men fished from the sea will come back to life in a few minutes. An old 

policeman is hunting for cannibals in the Carpathian mountains.  

A couple visits distant relatives who seem to hide family ghosts in the upper rooms of their hotel. 

Strange red creatures cross the Danube, putting the men working on the barges in mortal danger. A 

Zeppelin crosses the sky of an old Saxon town, taking with itself the souls of the dead. An invincible 

soldier is sawn together from the different bodyparts of three brothers during World War I. The Devil 

himself roams the brothels of Cluj, caught in an eternal cycle of fornication. A black Dacia, once 

belonging to a secret service agent of the Ceauşescu era who was beaten to death by the villagers 

during the Revolution, haunts the roads around the village, keeping awake the conscience of the 

residents. 

In the short stories of Black Dacia, the young author Róbert Csaba Szabó takes the classical gothic 

horror tale to an environment which is maybe the second best place for it after the misty Albion: the 

legendary mountains, ancient cities and isolated villages of Transylvania and wider Romania. With 

exceptional athmospheric talent and a great sense of suspense, the author does not only succeed in 

telling great stories that entertain and horrify at the same time, but also finds a way to talk about the 

unearthed secrets and crimes of the preceding dictatorial system and the revolution, things that 

were never talked about openly and which still haunt the minds and souls of everyone living now in 

contemporary Romania.  
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FROM THE PRESS 

 

„Black Dacia is a collection of ’postmodern’ gothic horror stories from Transylvania: according to the 

obvious intentions of the author, it is quite hard to decide when reading these short stories that from 

the events accounted in them, how much is actually rooted in local folklore and how much is added by 

the writer’s own imagination.” 

Gábor Reichert, Kötve-fűzve 

 

„The book does not simply keeps the promise that the genre and the region offers, but gives much 

more. We are in a company where there is not a single moment of boredom, and time flies on gilded 

wings.” 

Péter Demény, Élet és Irodalom  

 

„I have grown to like this style very much. I never would have imagined that this polished little book, 

quite classical in all it’s novelty, would be asking for a sequel. And what is more, create some new, 

general interest short stories.” 

Zama.hu 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Róbert Csaba Szabó  was born in 1981 in Szilágybagos, Romania, a village 

mainly inhabitated by ethnic Hungarians. He published three collections of 

short stories in Transylvania, Black Dacia being his first published by a major 

Hungarian publishing house. He currently works as editor-in-chief of one of 

the most important Hungarian cultural reviews in Romania, called Látó. He 

lives in Târgu Mureș (Marosvásárhely), Romania. 
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On the  

Back Roads  

of Our  

Conscience 

 

 

It must have been about four o’clock in the afternoon before the sun managed to eventually 

break through the stormy skies that had engulfed the valley for the last four days and bring with it a 

stream of white-bellied clouds that now blew above Andris Telkes’ head. Telkes was driving the herd 

home from the upper slopes when the sun surprised him and began to dry the coat on his back that 

had soaked up so much rain from the sullen sky and moister from the sodden pastures while he’d 

been out on the hill. He was picking his way through the old estate orchards careful to make sure 

there wasn’t a single beast left straggling behind him when he glanced down to the tarmac road that 

no one in the village ever used and that’s when he saw it. He saw the Black Dacia. 

He suddenly felt cold. 

The sunshine ceased to cheer him and all the mist that had lifted from the valley seemed to 

press against his solar plexus. The stifling sensation left him gasping for breath and although his 

vision of the vehicle had lasted no more than a split second, his sudden change of mood left him 

restless. No one had seen that car in those parts for a good four years and now, when all were more 

than sure they were free of it at last, here it was again. 

However much he would have liked to convince himself that he had not in fact seen what he 

had seen, he knew it would be little more than self-deception because, right from childhood, he’d 

always known that anyone who saw it would be ill-advised to allow himself to be convinced 

otherwise. He should never think that such a thing could not happen again because it most definitely 

could. 

The horror he felt only grew worse when he learned later in the day that he had not been the 

only one to see it. Reports started to slowly trickle in of sightings by the turnoff,  at the bottom of the 

top pasture and right out as far as the old main road but some even said they’d  seen it driving 

towards town, or on the big bend and even standing still. People felt they had been dealt an 

injustice. It was as if this terrible thing had been smuggled back under the cover of rain and rolling 
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mist and they were enraged by this even though they knew only too well that they had little reason 

to be enraged. They only really had themselves to blame for its terrifying return. But even if they 

were to accept this as a fact, fear had managed to consume them so completely over the years that it 

had succeeded in killing even the slightest glimmer of guilt. 

Whereas it might have been better to see beyond their beliefs and convince themselves once 

and for all that ghosts did not exist and interpret it as some kind of trick or, if nothing else, a ghost of 

their own creation but that was the hardest of all when they were so determined to protest. 

And to ensure that this protest was heard, a selection of local men had gathered at the deputy 

mayor’s urging that the matter be urgently resolved. They appeared to want to kill again and see 

their crimes forgiven by committing a fresh offence, or if not that then attempt to somehow distance 

themselves from events as they all stood in a semicircle. 

They listened intently to the overweight individual before them whose armpits sweated 

profusely when forced to speak, and it spread in a circles of sour moisture through his shirt. All he 

could do was to repeat that he understood their distress and promised to do all in his power and 

collect eyewitness accounts that he would take to the police station in town where he would make 

clear his complaint that an undesirable element was disturbing the peace and an unknown 

perpetrator driving at speed through the village, threatening the wellbeing of local inhabitants. 

And Andris Telkes made a mental note to himself that their total wellbeing really was under 

threat even if the boundary between physical and mental wellbeing wasn’t so visible as it was, let’s 

say, between the two sides of a fence. It was as if the deputy mayor had seen straight into this 

realisation because it was well after midnight, when only Andris Telkes was left in the office, that he 

sent him down to the cellar for a jug of wine and they started to drink: the deputy mayor wanted to 

put all doubt aside and hear his opinion of the events as they had taken place. So the two of them sat 

alone together and the deputy mayor told him that he could admit it to him that perhaps he hadn’t 

seen that car after all but one like it, not identical, but one that appeared to look almost the same. 

Because you, son, are an educated man and it’s more than likely that one so-called witness 

encouraged a second and that’s how everyone ended up seeing something in the end. 

But Andris Telkes was determined to stick to his story that he had spotted the car below the 

orchards and when he arrived in the village, he was stopped outside the pub and asked whether he’d 

seen it or not. Of course he had seen it, everyone had seen that the shit secu wasn’t even willing to 

leave them in peace now he was dead. A response like this was enough to convince the deputy 

mayor that he should abandon the secret or possibly nonexistent plan to somehow try and smooth 

over the whole affair. 

He and Andris Telkes travelled up to town the very next day where they managed to have a 

talk with a detective who promised that steps would be taken in the matter. They called in on the 
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mayor of the next village on their way home and informed him of the state of play so far. The mayor 

swore for a good while but he really wasn’t in a position to do anything meaningful either. The most 

he could promise was that he’d try to get hold of the local police chief on the phone, but he told 

them that might well take a couple of days. The deputy mayor was still more than grateful and the 

sooner they came, the better, he said. Of course, they drove the rest of the way home the long way 

around on the worse of the two roads so as to avoid bumping into the old secu on the official, now 

fully resurfaced, access road. It had become the ghost’s habit to travel on that road despite the fact 

there wasn’t a chance he’d bump into a living soul. All the effort that the mayor had put into 

renovating the road with money from a government grant three years before had now turned out to 

be a complete waste as he had only done it in the hope that the locals would abandon their 

superstitions and start to use it again. The thought was that making it smoother would somehow 

help them to make this simple choice. 

But it hadn’t been the case and the road stood like a freshly laid table when no one turned up 

for supper. So now they were bouncing along on the road twice as long when Andris Telkes noticed 

they had picked up a puncture on the right front wheel. So they pulled over and set about swapping 

it for the spare. They were completely unaware of the fact that they were far from safe here either 

and so the deputy mayor helped Andris Telkes to jack the car up and hump the flat into the boot 

while Andris Telkes struggled to spanner the new wheel into place. He was halfway through carefully 

tightening the nuts in parallel when the Black Dacia appeared from absolutely nowhere.  It sped right 

past the pair of them but caused them no injury as it flew, literally flew, above the road’s cratered 

surface without a sound as it sped towards the village. It was there and gone before they could do a 

thing and it would be much later before they would manage to do anything about it at all. The shock 

of what they had seen did little to speed their repairs and that combined with their tools being 

thrown all over the road meant that it was a good quarter of an hour before they were able to set off 

after the spectre. Come on, Telkes urged, as the sun that had managed to successfully free itself from 

behind the curtain of cloud was getting very close to setting. They drove with their lights on full in 

the sudden dusk that sank around them and dodged the potholes, staring hard at what might only be 

pools of shadow from bushes that lined the road. The moon’s sudden rise had dressed them all in 

long coats. 

It was another hour before the mayor arrived and he’d hadn’t dare come in on the new road 

either but gone for the old one. All the time and energy I spent on that thing, the mayor said, and it 

was money down the drain. The others all looked and nodded. Someone even risked remarking that 

the ghost now seemed satisfied to use the old road, too – it would have been a waste to have had 

that one repaired to say nothing of the increased cost. Then Andris Telkes spoke and reminded all 

present that it had been at least five years since the Apostles had seen it. Old man Apostle and the 
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younger two of his four sons had braved the road to take hay home. They were worried what the 

potholes would do to their axle but hoped they’d get back quicker that way. The secu had driven 

right into them and they’d had to have one of their horses destroyed. And the axle? Forget the axle! 

The cart was a right-off. It tipped up in the ditch and they’d left the hay to rot as they ran from the 

scene as fast as they could possibly manage. But the car? What happened to the car? The mayor 

wanted to know. It was a wonder that it wasn’t ruined too considering the state of the cart. And then 

they spent some time debating the Apostles and how the old man had always planned to father a 

total of ten sons and name them after the disciples but after four boys, his wife could only bring girls 

into the world and so they stopped when they got to seven. They were almost totally drunk when the 

deputy mayor’s wife shooed them all home to their beds at three in the morning. 

Telkes stared as hard as he could into the darkness as he trudged home but he couldn’t see a 

single Dacia anywhere. But when he eventually got to close his eyes, he couldn’t stop the events of 

the last twenty years appearing before him as if there were in point to separate them from the 

present moment in time. Like the heavy snow that fell the day they executed the dictator. Someone 

suddenly had an idea that they had one living in the village and he might not be a dictator as such but 

he was definitely a secu. They must have forgotten to send him orders they said, and so this was the 

perfect opportunity. They could deal with him, too, the filthy informer so they dragged his 

semiconscious body to the police station they now controlled. The villagers stood in line so that each 

could give him a good kick. Where were you going? Did you report on me, too? They asked as if 

hoping for him to answer. He was so badly beaten by five in the afternoon that by the time they sat 

him in the car, in that black Dacia, he could hardly be held up in sitting position. They still managed to 

tape his hands to the wheel, wedge a brick on the accelerator, put it in gear and start the engine. 

Folks started to say that the secu hadn’t been in such bad shape after all and had been acting 

up because the car didn’t run into anything. It drove surprisingly straight and even managed to take 

the left bend outside Feri Sorbán’s place in a perfect arc. They ran down the road but there was no 

way they could catch up and the locals shouted because everyone thought he’d got away until the 

spring came, the snow melted, and someone found his dead body out by the maize fields. But no one 

knew anything about the car, it had disappeared, they couldn’t find it anywhere. A story started to 

make the rounds that the car must have hit something or someone on the road and whoever it was 

had transported the secu’s body from the scene in fright. There was no way he could have survived a 

crash like that after a whole day’s beating. Then this mysterious individual must have hidden the car 

or stolen it. But all such theories lost any merit they might possess when, two years after the 

lynching, when the best part of the village was still terrified of a possible investigation and possible 

repercussions, the secu’s car suddenly reappeared and the first poor soul it drove at swore blind that 

the secu’s bloody face sat staring out from behind the wheel. After that, a series of sightings were 
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reported with at least one a year and always on that same stretch of road, nowhere else, and always 

with a bloody face, just like the first time. 

As he re-examined stories of such encounters in turn, the conviction began to take root in 

Telkes’ mind – and this was only an idea – that sightings of the secu were always somehow linked to 

the emotional state of the witness. It was a feeling that wished the secu in hell, Andris Telkes 

realised, but was in fact a perfect cover for an individual’s personal regret. A troubled conscience 

gives no space for manoeuvre and the unbearable burden of it becomes so great that it eventually 

distils into hallucination. Then the secu pops up in his car and the problem is practically solved. The 

thing that chilled him most was that these visions not only troubled a section of the local population 

but every last man, woman and child in the village, including him, Andris Telkes, who stood closest of 

all to the truth. Twenty years was a long time and all the imaginings of those twenty years churned in 

his thudding head. And this is how he returned home to an empty house because Andris Telkes lived 

alone, he had never married like many of his generation, he hadn’t been ready. His parents were no 

longer alive and he only had a couple of relatives down the bottom end of the village. He’d been to 

university but he never wanted to teach. He kept livestock and did a bit of driving. He’d even bought 

a horse the year before and ridden it few times but it was too used to it previous owner and it took 

against him. 

He felt his way through the gate and bolted it behind him then he banged into something and 

suddenly shouted, it’s a car! He didn’t have a car of his own and so that’s why he was so surprised. 

He put the light on in the yard and nearly collapsed when he saw what he saw. 

The secu’s black Dacia stood neatly parked under the grapevine where he often left the cart 

when he didn’t have the energy to push it into the barn at night, or, but only very rarely, the deputy 

mayor’s car stood if he lent it to him. 

There was no one sitting in the car, he saw that right away. He carefully opened the back door 

and took a look inside but he failed to find anything or anyone. Then he opened the driver’s door and 

saw the keys sparkling at the base of the wheel, in the ignition, ready to go. 

It was the middle of the night and the house and yard sat in total silence, only a couple of 

insects crawled about the place and a moth beat itself repeatedly against the bare bulb. He could 

hear its frantic fluttering until eventually succeeded in burning itself on the hot glass. All other 

sounds seemed to be a million miles away and somewhere else because not a single thing moved in 

the yard. 

It was in this stony silence that Andris removed his coat, rolled up his sleeves, held the wheel 

with one hand and pushed the car to the back. The horse snorted as he passed the stable and Andris 

Telkes stopped but, beyond the murmur of sleeping animals, he couldn’t hear a thing. 
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He found a fork, pulled the haystack apart in the back field, pushed the car right into its middle 

and piled the hay back over it. Then he walked around a couple of times and caught up the last few 

strands on the prongs of his fork. He was desperately tired but still made the effort to feed the 

animals so they wouldn’t wake him too early. 

But he still couldn’t get to sleep in his man-smelling bed and turned and turned and turned. 

How had the Dacia ended up out there? Who was playing a joke on him? Could the old secu have 

done it? And why him? What the hell did he have to do with any of this? Then he thought that 

perhaps he was the ghost. 

Now he thought about it, he’d got no idea why he’d hidden the car. Perhaps he was scared 

that he wouldn’t be able to explain himself to deputy mayor. What if they blamed the whole thing on 

him? The one who had the car was the one who did it, he was the ghost. He’d heard that before. And 

if they should find it there, he’d never be able to explain, there wasn’t a blessed court in the country 

that would ever believe he’d come home at night to find a car in his yard like a penny dropped in the 

street. 

He’d hidden it now so that was done, there was going to be no way out of this one. Then he 

had a fresh idea that it must be his conscience and that was to blame, but the car had looked and felt 

very real. But then he thought that if he’d hidden it, the ghost wouldn’t be able to haunt them all, or 

at least he wouldn’t have a car to do it in. 

But perhaps such a thing as guilt didn’t actually exist or even stand a chance of existing,  and 

he decided that he wouldn’t leave it in the haystack after all. So he got back up, went back out, 

pulled the hay apart again and pushed the car out into the street. He kept the lights off because he 

knew the road well enough and the engine hardly made a sound as he turned onto the deserted high 

street. He was in no hurry, he took his time, and slipped quietly into the night. 

Then he had another revelation. He understood the whole thing, the disappearing and 

reappearing thing. Of course, it was the villagers who’d been hiding the car for the last twenty years 

but instead of setting the thing on fire, they’d simply given it to the next man to solve. They’d 

sneaked around to the house of a rival, a neighbour, anyone. And then there were all the accidents 

that they blamed on the secu, and they only happened because most of them didn’t know how to 

drive. And now he was doing the same as the rest had done. If he told a soul about what he knew, 

they’d be sure to have him killed and so he drove out and out of the village to somewhere far away 

where he could hide it forever, that’s what he’d decided. He passed by the deputy mayor’s place, he 

could have had the car he thought, then he sped up a bit but soon let the pedal push his foot back. 

He was almost out of the village when he unexpectedly drove right over something. The car 

took a good knock and Andris Telkes knew that he’d hit a thing a bit bigger than a brick in the road. It 

could have been something living and he thought for a minute, then he stopped and reversed back. 
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He switched the headlights on, got out, and then he saw that it was a man. He’d driven right over a 

man, a man had been lying in the road, he’d fallen over drunk on the way home and fallen asleep on 

the spot, and now Andris Telkes had driven over him. The wheels had squashed his head flat, there 

was no way he could recognise him now. 

Andris Telkes threw up and he knelt heaving on the ground. He never noticed the lights as they 

appeared. Someone shouted at him but he didn’t hear that either. He pulled himself up and 

staggered back to the car although he must surely have seen that men were running towards him. He 

was just about to get in when they hit him hard from behind. He fell back to his knees, an insane pain 

pounded in his head and he could feel something warm flow down his face. He was down on the 

ground when they hit him again and he felt flat out. They grabbed him by his ankles and pulled him 

into the middle of the road. Then the angry mob began to rant. 

We’ve got the secu! We’ve got the bastard! The calls came from all over and the valley was 

alive with shouts. The deputy mayor made an appearance in a shabby shirt he’d not bothered to 

button up. He could see it would soon be light and the sky that had been crowded with cloud in 

recent days was about to see the sun’s first rays. But even now they could see who they’d been 

kicking, they had no idea who lay dead on the road. The deputy mayor couldn’t make out a single 

familiar feature on the dead man’s pulped face. No one had the faintest idea of who it could be. 

Which is to say that of course everyone knew precisely. Finally they’d murdered him all over 

again. 

They had the car towed away the next day and taken to the scrap yard for crushing. The 

deputy and the mayor were both in attendance like it was some kind of execution. They stayed until 

they saw for themselves as the massive machine spat a crumpled mess of metal out. They watched 

the whole thing from beginning to end because they needed to know for sure. 

It was only Andris Telkes who went missing that day. 

 

Translated by Ralph Berkin. 


